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Bullying and Violence Prevention: Ryan Halligan 
Lesson Title: Quotation Driven Compliments 
Grade Level: Middle School

Project and Purpose: 
Students discuss and create compliments as a way to curb 
cyberbullying. 

Essential Question: 
How are compliments a way to curb cyberbullying?

Materials
• Board/Chart
• Quotations Used in Lesson (can be posted on screen or copied and distributed)
• Quotations on Compliments page (can be posted on screen or copied and distributed)
• Post-It notes — lots of them
• Pens, pencils, markers, other writing tools
• In a remote environment, meeting software will need to have “breakout room” or similar function 

enabled to allow pairs of students to have discussions. Also, handouts may need to be emailed to 
students ahead of time or shared in meeting software chat function

Procedure:
1. Begin the class by asking students to define ‘compliment’ (compliment: words that say good things about

something or someone).

2. Post or distribute the Quotations on Compliments page and ask students to select the quotation that
they like best.  Ask them to defend their answers.  Why does that quotation speak to them?  Explain
that quotations from famous people will be sprinkled all through this lesson.

3. Ask students any/all of the following about compliments:

• What is the purpose of complimenting someone?
• How do compliments make people feel?
• What is the best compliment you ever received?
• What is the best compliment you ever gave someone?
• Are you in the habit of giving compliments to people?  Why or why not?
• What would happen if people concentrated on complimenting each other instead of insulting or

teasing or threatening each other?
• How might the practice of compliments help deter cyberbullying?

4. Tell students that many compliments are general, but the best compliments are specific; it’s fine to
tell somebody that they are nice, but it’s even better to compliment them on a specific action they do that
shows they are nice.   As Bill Walsh, a famous sports coach, once said, “Nothing is more effective than
sincere, accurate praise, and nothing is more lame than a cookie-cutter compliment.”
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Examples:

• GENERAL (lame): “You’re nice.”
• SPECIFIC (effective): “You smile at everyone in class.  It makes people feel good.”
• GENERAL (lame): “You look cool.”
• SPECIFIC (effective): “That is a really cool jacket.”
• GENERAL (lame): “You are smart.”
• SPECIFIC (effective): “You ace every test in math!  What a brain!”
• GENERAL (lame): “You’re good at this.”
• SPECIFIC (effective): “I really appreciate how you serve the food really fast at lunchtime.”

Collect	more	examples	of	lame/effective	or	general/specific	compliments	on	the	board/chart.	

5. Ask students if they prefer to be complimented directly to their faces or if they prefer anonymous
compliments.  Why?  What situation might call for an anonymous compliment?  Ask them to think
about the words of James Taylor, a famous musician: “I don’t take compliments very easily. I think most
musicians suffer from low self-esteem to some extent.” Do you think someone like James Taylor would
appreciate a direct or an anonymous compliment?  Why?  How can you apply this thinking to other
kinds of people?

6. Create a list of people in the school who deserve compliments, and then have them create a second
list of kinds of people who NEED compliments.  What will compliments do for this person?  Why would
it be important to give a compliment to someone who needs it?  Is it easy or difficult to give a
compliment to someone who needs it?  Explain.

7. Tell students that they are going to participate in a compliment campaign in the school.  They
will become the “Compliment Corps,” distributing specific/effective compliments in person and/or
anonymously throughout the school.  Each of them will receive several Post-It notes, and students will
write a single, specific compliment on each Post-It that can be handed to or posted where the person
they intend to receive it will most likely find it.

8. H. Jackson Brown, a minister and a motivational speaker says, “Compliment three people every day.”
Give each student three Post-It notes.  Have students work with a partner to write three (or more)
Post-It compliments; they may write the name of the person for whom it is intended, but not their own
names.  The compliment must be specific and sincere.  Check the students’ work and/or have students
‘clear’ their compliments with you.

9. Create a plan with the class as to how they will ‘distribute’ their compliments.  Will they post them on
a wall, hand them to the person, or place on a desk?  Review privacy policies in the school and help
them think of ways to appropriately position their compliment Post-It notes.

10. Set a time frame for distributing the compliments.

11. When all compliments have been given out, ask students to not only tell you the stories of their
adventures in complimenting, but also to discuss how it felt to be the one giving the compliment as
well as how it made the other person feel.

Conclusion:
Compare and contrast complimenting people with cyberbullying.  Which makes you feel better?  Why?  
Which makes the recipient/victim feel better?  Why?  How does complimenting others help create a better 
community?  How does the act of complimenting someone help curb cyberbullying?   Ask students to 
apply the words of French writer Luc de Clapiers to the discussion: “If people did not compliment one 
another there would be little society.” 
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Quotations Used in Lesson

Bill Walsh, a famous sports coach: “Nothing is more effective  
than sincere, accurate praise, and nothing is more lame than a 
cookie-cutter compliment.” 

James Taylor, a famous musician: “I don’t take compliments very 
easily. I think most musicians suffer from low self-esteem to some 
extent.” 

H. Jackson Brown, a minister and a motivational speaker:
“Compliment three people every day.”

Luc de Clapiers, a French writer: “If people did not compliment one 
another there would be little society.”  
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Quotations on Compliments

“I will be generous with my love today. I will sprinkle compliments 
and uplifting words everywhere I go. I will do this knowing that my 
words are like seeds and when they fall on fertile soil, a reflection 
of those seeds will grow into something greater.” 

Steve Maraboli, from the book Life, the Truth, and Being Free

“It is a great mistake for men to give up paying compliments, for 
when they give up saying what is charming, they give up thinking 
what is charming.” 

Oscar Wilde, author, playwright (1854-1900)

“Pay it forward with free compliments. They are returned in due 
time.” 

David Chiles, writer and creator of NetworkEtiquette.net

“I guess other people’s compliments motivate you.”

Benjamin Stockham, child actor




